We develop a comprehensive dynamical franework, CIBJET, to calculate on an event-by-event basis the dependence of correlations between soft (pT < 2 Gev) and hard (pT > 10 Gev) azimuthal flow angle harmonics on the color composition of near-perfect QCD fluids produced in high energy nuclear collisions at RHIC and LHC. CIBJET combines consistently predictions of event-by-event VISHNU2+1 viscous hydrodynamic fluid fields with CUJET3.1 predictions of event-by-event jet quenching. We find that recent correlation data favor a temperature dependent color composition including bleached chromo-electric q(T ) + g(T ) components and an emergent chromo-magnetic degrees of freedom m(T ) consistent with non-perturbative lattice QCD information in the confinement/deconfinement temperature range.
Introduction and Conclusion. At extremely high temperature T ∼ 10 12 K a new form of strongly interacting QCD matter refered to as a strongly coupled quarkgluon plasma (sQGP) is created. The sQGP was the primordial form of matter occupying the early Universe micro-seconds after the Big Bang, and is now recreated in heavy ion collision experiments at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Lattice QCD [6, 7] predicts a rapidly varying composition of the microscopic color degrees of freedom in the critical crossover confinement/deconfinement temperature range 100 < T ∼ T c < 300 MeV. The experimental discovery that the sQGP produced at RHIC and LHC exhibits signatures of near perfect fluidity with shear viscosity to entropy density ratio close to the quantum bound η/s ∼ 0.1 − 0.2 [8, 9] offers a unique opportunity to test lattice QCD predictions of the T ∼ T c color composition suggested by numerical simulations of the Polyakov loop value, quark number susceptibilities, chromo-electric and magnetic screening masses, and the QCD equation of state. In particular, the jet quenching transport coefficient,q(T, E), that controls the quenching pattern of high energy jets and their hadronic fragments is sensitive to the microscopic color composition of the produced QCD fluids as we demonstrated previously at least in simplified event-averaged fluid geometries [10] [11] [12] [13] . We recently completed a comprehensive global χ 2 analysis with CIBJET of all soft-hard azimuthal correlation data on the jet fragment nuclear modification factor, R AA (p T , φ; √ s, b), in the center-of-mass energy range √ s = 0.2 − 5.0 ATeV and impact parameter range b = 1 ∼ 10 fm that will be reported in depth elsewhere [14] . This Letter highlights the major conclusions of that detailed analysis.
The high transverse momentum chromo-electric quark and gluon jets are produced before the soft fluid and suffer energy loss as well as transverse diffusion due to jetmedium interactions along its path through the evolving inhomogeneous and expanding fluid medium. Any nontrivial temperature dependence of the color composition between color electric and color magnetic charges can be expected to leave an imprint in the azimuthal quenching pattern as emphasized in [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . The pattern of energy loss in transverse momentum p T and azimuthal angle φ provides tomographic information [21] via the harmonic decomposition of the nuclear modification factor:
where the coefficient v n in the angular distribution of the jet fragments is essentially measured with respect to azimuthal flow harmonics v sof t n e iΨn of the soft (p T < 2GeV) hadronic fragments from the QCD fluid. As emphasized in [22, 23] it is essential to utilize the soft-hard correlated experimental definition of the jet harmonic co-
where · · · refers to the event-by-event ensemble average in a particular centrality class.
Event-by-event fluctuations strongly influence soft flow observables. Odd harmonics are entirely determined by fluctuations. The transfer of the pattern of soft azimuthal flow fluctuations onto the pattern of hard azimuthal fluctuations requires a combined simultaneous quantitative description of both soft long wavelength and hard short wavelength dynamics. In [22, 23] the first successful simultaneous account of Soft-Hard observables R AA , v 2 (p T ) and v 3 (p T ) was demonstrated using the ebe-vUSPHydro+BBMG framework. In that framework a parametric BBMG energy loss model with linear path-length dependence was used that could however not be further exploited to constrain the color composition of the QCD fluid. The CIBJET model solves that problem by combining iEBE-VISHNU+CUJET3.1 models and is the first combined soft+hard framework arXiv:1804.01915v1 [hep-ph] 5 Apr 2018 with sufficient generality to test different color composition models. The default composition option, referred to as a semi-Quark-Gluon-Monopole Plasma (sQGMP), involves suppressed color electric quark and gluon degrees of freedom q(T ) + g(T ) as well as the emergent color magnetic monopole degrees of freedom, m(T ), with their temperature dependence as implied by available lattice QCD data. In [11] [12] [13] we showed that this composition accounts well for RHIC and LHC data at least in the simplified approximation when event-averaged smooth geometries are assumed. In this Letter we show that the CIBJET event-by-event generalization of our previous work does not change our central conclusion that the sQGMP color composition is preferred over the perturbative QCD/HTL composition that is limited to only color screened electric q(T )+g(T ) quark and gluon quasiparton degrees of freedom that are also not consistent with lattice QCD data in the critical crossover temperature range. In this Letter we further show that another composition model [24] , referred to as mQGP, that includes magnetic monopoles based on lattice estimations on top of quarks and gluons but does not suppress q(T ) + g(T ), is also inconsistent with the v 2 data once the coupling is adjusted to reproduce R AA . We conclude this Letter by showing that the sQGMP jet transport coefficientq(T, E) peaks near T c with sufficient strength as to provide a natural dynamical explanation of how the QCD fluid η/s ≈ T 3 /q could approach the perfect fluid bound near T c due to the emergent m(T ) component.
The CIBJET framework.-The bulk evolution in CIB-JET is simulated on an event-by-event basis, by using the viscous hydrodynamic simulation code VISHNU [25] which has been widely used and well vetted at both RHIC and the LHC. Two types of initial conditions will be employed, the Monte-Carlo Glauber (with a corresponding η/s = 0.1 for the hydro) or the Trento (with η/s = 0.2) [26] , both of which are phenomenologically viable for describing soft bulk observables.
The high p T jet energy loss component of CIBJET is based on the CUJET3.1 model developed over the past several years [10] [11] [12] [13] 27] . It is a jet energy loss simulation framework built upon a non-perturbative microscopic model for the hot partonic medium as a semi-quarkgluon-monopole plasma (sQGMP). The energy loss calculation includes both the Thoma-Gyulassy elastic energy loss [28] for collisional processes as well as the dynamical DGLV opacity expansion theory [29] [30] [31] for radiative processes. The most nontrivial aspect of the CU-JET3.1 is the chromo structure of the QGP medium when approaching T c ∼ Λ QCD , which integrates two key features arising from nonperturbative dynamics pertaining to the confinement transition. The first is the suppression of chromo-electric degrees of freedom from high T toward T c , as proposed and studied in the so-called semi-QGP model [32] [33] [34] . The second is the emergence of the chromo-magnetic degrees of freedom, i.e. the magnetic monopoles, which become dominant in the near-T c regime and eventually reach condensation to enforce confinement at T < T c , known as the "magnetic scenario" and studied extensively [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . Detail descriptions of the CUJET3 component can be found in e.g. [11] [12] [13] [14] .
There are two key parameters in this framework: α c which is the nonperturbative coupling strength at the transition temperature scale T c 160MeV; and c m which controls the magnetic screening mass and sensitively influences the scattering rates involving the magnetic component. We've recently completed a comprehensive comparison of the model calculations (based on smoothhydro background) for R AA and v 2 with the extensive light hadron jet energy loss data from RHIC to LHC [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . This has allowed us to optimize these parameters. The α c most sensitively controls overall opaqueness and is fixed as α c = 0.9; the c m strongly influences anisotropy v 2 and is fixed as c m = 0.25 for Glauber geometry while c m = 0.22 for Trento geometry [13, 14] .
A Unified Soft-Hard Description with CIBJET.-With the above CIBJET setup, we've performed the highly demanding event-by-event simulations for sophisticated jet energy loss calculations at the LHC energy. It may be noted that computation for each centrality costs about sixty-thousand cpu hours. In each event, the bulk medium evolves from the hydro component while on top of that about 5 × 10 5 jet paths are sampled for energy loss calculation (as well as accounting for path fluctuations and gluon emission sampling). With such computing power, we are able to quantitatively explore both soft and hard observables in a unified simulation framework and to answer the aforementioned pressing questions. The CIBJET results for nuclear modification factor R AA as well as the second and third harmonic coeffi- Fig.1 as functions of transverse momentum p T for 30-40% Pb+Pb collisions at 5.02ATeV. It should be particularly noted that the anisotropy observables are computed in the same way as the experimental analysis on an event-wise basis. The solid curves are from event-by-event CIBJET with either Monte-Carlo Glauber (red) initial condition and η/s = 0.1 or Trento (blue) initial condition and η/s = 0.2, while the dashed curves are single-shot calculations with the corresponding averaged smooth geometry. Observables in the soft region (p T ∼ < 3GeV) are computed from the hydrodynamic component while observables in the hard region (p T ∼ > 10GeV) are computed from the jet energy loss component. The CIBJET results in both soft and hard regions, spanning a broad transverse momentum window from 0.5GeV to 100GeV, are in excellent agreement with available experimental data from ALICE, ATLAS and CMS collaborations at the LHC [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . The results for the v 3 at high p T deserves special note, which could not possibly be computed without event-by-event simulations and which serves as a further independent test of the CIBJET's phenomenological success.
One important issue is whether the high p T anisotropy v 2 from event-by-event calculations could indeed be strongly enhanced from that obtained with average smooth geometry in the same model. A hint for such enhancement was recently reported from the vUSPhydBBMG model [22] , which simulates jet energy loss based upon simple parameterized polynomial dependence on path-length, medium temperature and parton energy on top of an event-by-event hydro background. From CIB-JET results in Fig. 1 , however, no significant difference has been detected between the event-by-event case and the average geometry case for either Glauber or Trento initial conditions. To further investigate this issue, let us focus on v 2 at high p T and compare a number of models in Fig. 2 . In addition to the CIBJET and vUSPhydBBMG models, three more models are included for this comparison: (1) the CUJET2 model which has a similar DGLV framework as CIBJET but is based on a perturbative quark-gluon medium with HTL resummation [10] ; (2) the CLV+LBT model which uses a highertwist-formalism-based linearized Boltzmann approach in a perturbative quark-gluon medium with simulations on top of the CLV viscous hydro background [46, 47] ; (3) the Zakharov's mQGP model [24] , which computes the energy loss in the BDMPS-Z formalism based on a medium that adds magnetic monopoles on top of the usual perturbative quark-gluon sector. In between the CUJET2 or CLV+LBT and the CIBJET or mQGP, the main difference is that the latter two models' medium includes a chromo magnetic component from nonperturbative origin. In between CIBJET and mQGP, the main difference is that the CIBJET has its chromo electric component of quarks and gluons is gradually suppressed toward lower temperature, while the mQGP has no suppression of the quark/gluon sector and directly adds an estimated magnetic monopole density [39, 40] . All models have been calibrated to nicely describe the corresponding R AA data and their results for v 2 would provide the critical test. We note in passing other different models not included in this comparison [48] [49] [50] [51] . As seen from Fig. 2 , despite their significant difference in many aspects, both CIBJET (red) and CLV+LBT (black) models demonstrate very small difference between their respective average-geometry results (dashed curves) and event-by-event (solid curves) results. This observation indicates at a limited role of event-by-event fluctuations in the quantitative evaluation of high p T anisotropy v 2 . In comparison with CMS data, the CLV+LBT (black) and the CUJET2 (green dashed) models, both based a perturbative medium of QGP with HTL resummation, under-predict the v 2 values. The CIBJET (red) and Zakharov mQGP (magenta) models, both including a strong magnetic component near T c and thus enhancing late time energy loss, give much larger v 2 than the CUJET2 or CLV+LBT model, with the CIB-JET in good agreement with data. This comparative study clearly demonstrates the differentiating power of the high p T anisotropy observable, and strongly suggests two important points: (1) the event-by-event fluctuations have limited impact on the hard sector v 2 values; (2) the inclusion of chromo magnetic component for the medium enhances the hard sector v 2 and is crucial for describing experimental data [11, 15, 18, 53] .
Transport properties and color structure of QGP.-Further insights on the viability of a unified and consistent understanding of the soft and hard sectors together can be obtained by investigating the corresponding soft and hard transport properties of QGP. That is, one could try to calculate theq F /T 3 and η/s for a given QGP medium model whose parameters have been calibrated with data. Here we explore three models with distinct chromo structure: a wQGP medium (as in CU-JET2) with only chromo-electric component, a mQGP medium with unsuppressed chromo-electric component plus an added magnetic component, as well as a sQGMP medium (as in CIBJET) with suppressed chromo-electric component and an emergent magnetic component. These coefficients are computed by properly synthesizing the contributions from all components to the momentumsquare transfer with a jet (in the case ofq F /T 3 ) or to the scattering cross-sections (in the case of η/s). The detailed formulae can be found in e.g. [11, 12] .
The results are shown in Fig. 3 . Both sQGMP and mQGP models show a strong enhancement ofq F /T 3 and the decrease of η/s in the near T c regime, an important feature that is absent in the wQGP and is due to the emergence of the magnetic component. Such nontrivial near-T c features are much stronger in sQGMP than in mQGP, which could be understood from the fact that the magnetic component is more dominant in sQGMP (i.e. the ratio of magnetic density to electric density is larger, see panel (d) of Fig. 3 ). In terms of hard sector, it is already apparent from Fig. 2 that the v 2 at high p T favors the sQGMP model. For the soft sector, the η/s comparison also clearly favors the sQGMP model, leading to η/s ∼ (0.1 ∼ 0.2) in the relevant temperature regime which are precisely the needed values (for either Glauber or Trento initial conditions) for hydro calculations to correctly produce the bulk soft anisotropy observables v 2 and v 3 in Fig. 1 . We note in passing that the sQGMP transport coefficients around T c are close to the values suggested from strongly coupled field theories via AdS/CFT approach [9, 55] .
Within the sQGMP scenario, we've further studied two slightly different suppression scheme for the chromoelectric component. The χ L T scheme uses the latticecomputed Polyakov loop as a "penalty" for color charge to characterize the suppression of quark sector as in the original semi-QGP. The χ u T scheme instead uses the lattice-computed quark number susceptibilities to quantify the suppression of quark sector. In both schemes the suppression of gluon sector is based on Polyakov loop as in semi-QGP. The main difference is that there is stronger (faster) suppression in the χ L T scheme than the χ u T scheme of chromo-electric component from high T toward low T: see the solid versus dashed curves in the panel (d) of Fig. 3 . With both schemes phenomenologically viable, the χ u T scheme seems preferred by virtue of consistency with the KSS bound η/s ≥ 1/4π [9] .
Conclusion.-In summary, we've established a comprehensive CIBJET framework as a sophisticated and realistic event-by-event simulation tool that allows for a unified, quantitative and consistent description of both soft and hard sector observables (R AA ⊗ v 2 ⊗ v 3 ) across a wide span of transverse momentum from ∼ 0.5GeV to ∼ 100GeV and in excellent agreement with experimental data. Such phenomenological success strongly suggests at a highly nontrivial color structure of the near-perfect QCD fluid as a semi-Quark-Gluon -Monopole Plasma (sQGMP), which is in line with the variation of color degrees of freedom as suggested by lattice QCD for the temperature regime most relevant to current heavy ion collision experiments. Remarkably, the sQGMP also provides a dynamical explanation of the temperature-dependent jet transport coefficientq 
